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Session on “INNOVATIVE PROJECT SELECTION AND PATENTING”  (17 

December 2022) 

Catalyst IEDC MBCET, in association with ISTE MBCET and e-NIX MBCET, conducted a 

session on Innovative project selection and patenting on 17th December 2022. The session was handled 

by Prof. Pradeep Raj, Head of Innovation Centre, MCET. The session gave the participants a profound 

knowledge about patenting which will help them to ease out the whole patenting procedure. The speaker 

guided the participants through different stages of patenting and also shared some of his personal 

experiences on Project selection, development and parenting. A total of 80 participants actively took 

advantage of the session. The event was concluded successfully. 

“CONVERGE” hackathon ( 18-19 December 2022)  

Catalyst Mar Baselios IEDC organized a hackathon from 18th to 19th December and there were 

in total 14 teams registered for the hackathon with 49 students across different branches and years. On 

18th Principal Dr. Abraham T Mathew and Vice principal Dr. Vishwanatha Rao inaugurated the 

hackathon. The discussions and details were shared through discord server and an offline hackathon 

was held in college. 

 

 
 

  Workshop on Innovation 101  (9 -10 November 2022)  

On November 9th and 10th a two day workshop on Innovation was handled by Mr. Arun JS , 

Nodal Officer of Catalyst IEDC. The current execom gave him a warm welcome and the session had 

82 participants mostly of freshers. Mr. Arun started the session with a short video clip on innovation 

and ideation. He then had a discussion with the students about innovation and its importance. He then 

gave a team activity for the students to identify some innovative ideas that can be implemented in day 

to day lives. This session ended up with a fun event on creative thinking and ideation. The second day 

was fully engaged with idea presentations and feedbacks.  



 

Workshop on Entrepreneurship 101  (7 - 8 November 2022) 

Sanna Pramod of S7 CS, the current CEO handled the workshop on Entrepreneurship 101 in 

the Amenity Hall. There were 80 participants for this Entrepreneurship workshop. The session started 

off with an introduction to entrepreneurship and by introducing a few successful entrepreneurs in Kerala 

and also about the journey of our alumni. She then quickly divided students into groups and made each 

team choose their industry they like to work on and she discussed the problems, some example solutions 

and how to identify customer segments and generate revenue and finally creating an MVP. This session 

gave students an overall idea about entrepreneurship and motivated them to explore more on this area. 

 SOUTH ZONE IEDC MEETUP  ( 26 October 2022) 

The South Zone IEDC Meetup held on October 26th, 2022, at Travancore Hall, Technopark, 

featured an IPL launch and Aspire meetup, attended by 8 students from various academic years of our 

college. Anoop Ambika, CEO of KSUM, commenced the event, discussing innovation and providing 

an overview of IPL. Achyutshankar Sir addressed the audience, touching on drug influence on campuses 

and evolving job opportunities. The IPL launch was conducted by Hon'ble Speaker A.N. Shamseer, who 

also spoke on college transformations and drug abuse awareness. Deepu Sir, Managing Director of 

Faya, highlighted startups like Gtech-mulearn, aiding student collaboration and participation in events. 

Sreekutty OU, an alumnus of Baselios and co-founder of Mashi Creatives, shared her journey, crediting 

IEDC for career development. The session included insights on finance handling, innovation, and 

entrepreneurship by KSUM leads, while Mr. Rahul Shah, IEDC coordinator, and alumni like Mr. Sanju 

Mathew and Mr. Reuben Mathew shared their startup experiences, making the sessions both 

informative and interactive. Following this, IEDC NEST organized team formation activities for the 

students, enhancing engagement and collaboration. 



 

 

 

 
 


